Regional Memorandum

TRACKING ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF REGIONAL ORDER NO. 16 S. 2020

To: SCHOOLS DIVISION SUPERINTENDENTS

1. DepEd CALABARZON issued Regional Order 16, s. 2020 on the Guidelines for Recognition of SDO Professional Development Programs/Courses Initiatives for Teachers and School Leaders on November 16, 2020. This aims to quality assure the SDO Professional Development programs initiatives for teachers and school leaders aligned to its Professional Standards.

2. Anent to this, this Office through NEAP-R requests the SDO SGOD-HRDS and other Professional Development Program proponents to fill out a survey form to help us better implement the policy to all SDOs and Schools. This survey will further identify the challenges/gaps encountered in the implementation of this policy and could be basis for planning interventions to address the challenges/gaps.


4. Immediate dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.

WILFREDO F. CABRAL
Regional Director

Hrad/Inu
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